New Items on the Library Shelf

- Abundance: The Future is Better Than You Think
  Call Number: Audio 303.483 D5371a

- Advances in Cyber Security: Technology, Operations, and Experiences
  Call Number: 005.8 A244

- Bomber: The Formation and Early Years of Strategic Air Command
  Call Number: 358.4230973 M513b

- Four Skills of Cultural Diversity Competence: A Process for Understanding and Practice
  Call Number: 303.482 H714f

- From Arab Spring to Islamic Winter
  Call Number: 909.097492708312 I85f

- Genesis: Truman, American Jews, and the Origins of the Arab/Israeli Conflict
  Call Number: 327.7305694 J92g

- Hacker5 Wanted: An Examination of the Cybersecurity Labor Market
  Call Number: 331.7610058 L695h

- In Defence of War
  Call Number: 261.873 B592i

- Lawrence of Arabia
  Call Number: DVD 791.43658 L4221 2007

- Let Us Fight as Free Men: Black Soldiers and Civil Rights
  Call Number: 355.008996097 K67L

- The Most Dangerous Man in America: The Making of Douglas MacArthur
  Call Number: 92 M116pa

- Reconsidering the American Way of War: US Military Practice from the Revolution to Afghanistan
  Call Number: 355.033573 E18r

- Redeeming the Dream: The Case for Marriage Equality
  Call Number: 346.794 B678r

- The Roman West, AD 200–500: An Archaeological Study
  Call Number: 937.06 E76r

- Self-Help Messiah: Dale Carnegie and Success in Modern America
  Call Number: 973.91092 W353s

- Suicide among the Armed Forces: Understanding the Cost of Service
  Call Number: 362.28088355 L486s

- Wrapped in the Flag: A Personal History of America's Radical Right
  Call Number: 322.44 C753w
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